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Introduction
Welcome to

A

Kitchen Inspiration

warm welcome to this
our 6th edition of ‘Kitchen Inspiration’,
RK-Tec’s joint venture with Homebuilding &
Renovating magazine.
Set up almost a decade ago, RK-Tec is
an initiative by a group of leading
manufacturers from the kitchen industry.
The members are: Bosch, Blum, Carron,
Callerton, Corian, Dekton, Franke, Neff,
Siemens and Silestone; who all embrace
the simple fact that it takes the sum of all
the parts, rather than the individual products,
to create stunning kitchens. As such they
work together to promote the importance
of the three vital elements involved:
great design, great products and
great project management.
An important aspect of the RK-Tec initiative
is the close relationship and involvement
with Potton/Kingspan and their amazing
Show Centre & Self-build Academy at
St Neots. Its properties feature within this
edition and form a series of educational
articles and case studies to point you in
the right direction when creating a kitchen
as part of your project, whether that be
a new-build, extension or renovation.

SLIDE&HIDE NOW WITH
PYROLYTIC SELF-CLEANING
®

The Milchester renovation, currently in
progress at the Show Centre, demonstrates
perfectly what a kitchen project entails.
A further case-study reveals a major
restoration project, and finally we
introduce RK-Tec’s latest initiative
‘The Design Community’. We hope
these pages, our pictures and advice,
give you inspiration and help to guide you
through the process of turning the dream
of your new kitchen into a reality. <<

The only oven with the disappearing door now cleans itself too. For Sophie, her kitchen is a
place to be inspired, a place where new creations are explored. For her, a messy kitchen is the
mark of a good cook. The Pyrolytic self-cleaning cycle is a high-temperature cleaning function
that blasts grease, splatter and spillages into ash, which can then simply be wiped away, leaving
Sophie’s much used oven looking like new.
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With Thanks To:
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Design

Direction
Imagination
Planning

E

mbarking on a new kitchen project?
Want to ensure your dreams and aspirations
become a reality? Bear in mind a few important
factors in the early stages and you’ll be well on
track to creating a proposal that meets all your
functional, aesthetic and budgetary requirements.
If the design of your new kitchen isn’t thought
through in advance, the finished article almost
certainly will not fulfil your expectations. Be clear
about your needs from the start. It’s easy to refine
the concept on the drawing board, less so when
you are in the throes of the project itself.

‘It’s easy to refine the concept
on the drawing board, less so
when you are in the throes
of the project itself’
Think about your stylistic preferences. Do you desire
a timeless, traditional look? Or maybe your vision
is more hi-tech contemporary? Added to the mix is
the current trend for hybrid/crossover kitchens that
combine both classic and contemporary elements.

Main: Traditional style with a touch of the modern ensures
this beautiful kitchen will remain current.
Detail: This Frame Effect design from Callerton in painted
Gransden Grey and Nautilus Blue with Neff appliances.

Contemplate the appliances you wish to incorporate,
how much storage you need and whether or not
you require dining space. The options available to
you are vast and varied but there are numerous
resources to help ascertain what appeals to you.
Use kitchen specialist magazines, the internet,
brochures, and visit kitchen studios. Your kitchen
is a major investment; so spending time researching
and identifying what you like and dislike,
will undoubtedly pay off in the end result.

‘They will act as your guide &
help navigate all the design,
style and product decisions
you’ll need to take’

Where do you start
when planning
a new kitchen &
how do you go
about ensuring
the dreams &
aspirations for
your new design,
become reality?

Engage the help of a kitchen design professional.
Someone with the skill, knowledge, experience and
flair to interpret your aspirations into a finished article
will prove invaluable. They will act as your guide and
help you navigate all the design, style and product
decisions you’ll need to take along the way.

‘Visualise and engage with how
your new kitchen will look,
function & fit within
your budget’
Finally, exploit the benefits of computer aided design.
This helpful tool enables your design consultant to
simulate your new kitchen via three-dimensional
imagery, allowing you to visualise and engage with
how your new kitchen will look, function and fit
within your budget. <<
www.rk-tec.co.uk
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Products

K

Purpose
Options

itchens are built-up from a variety of
different elements: furniture, handles, internals,
appliances, sinks, taps, worksurfaces, lighting,
flooring and much more. The options and diversity
of each of these are immense, making the correct
choices when bringing them together in a way
that meets all your hopes and aspirations
is no easy task.

Decision

The RK-Tec members, sponsors of this publication,
are a good place to start. Have a look at their
websites and request a brochure. It’ll quickly
become apparent that these are brands at the top
of their game, producing innovative products that
wow in terms of aesthetics, and that functionally can
satisfy all the requirements of modern day living.

‘Utilising the
‘Design Criteria Document’
helps clarify your needs
& should be completed
before or while
engaging the help of a
kitchen design professional’
Comprehending the options available and which
best suit your needs can prove a daunting prospect.
A useful tool provided by Callerton, and available
via their website (www.callerton.co.uk), is their
‘Design Criteria Questionnaire.’ Introducing some
methodology to the process, it aims to determine
what you require from your kitchen both in terms of
style and performance, in addition to identifying all
the individual products you wish to be incorporated.
Utilising the ‘Design Criteria Questionnaire’ helps
clarify your needs and should be completed before
or whilst engaging the help of a kitchen design
professional. They are the ideal person to guide
you regarding the best products to feature in your
project and it will make the process of generating a
design which meets all your objectives much easier.

Furniture, componentry, handles, internals,
appliances, sinks, taps, worksurfaces,
lighting, flooring & much more –
with the diversity & options regards each
of these being immense, making the
correct choices when bringing them
together in a way that meets all your
hopes & aspirations is no easy task.

‘Opting for quality
products is well worth the
investment to ensure they
fulfil their function to
your satisfaction &
continue to do so for
many years to come’
Main: Combining textures and finishes from various
manufacturers gives the kitchen character and life.
Extending these through the full room ties the design
together and ensures a consistent feel.
Detail: Matt Monza doors in Light Grey are
combined with Abstract in Grey Bardolino Oak from
Callerton and appliances from Siemens. Worktops are in
a combination of Corian (island) and Silestone (sink run).

Of course you will have a finite budget which you
are willing to devote to your new dream kitchen,
but you’ll want it to last. Opting for quality products
is well worth the investment to ensure they fulfil
their function to your satisfaction and continue to
do so for many years to come. <<
www.rk-tec.co.uk
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Installation

Planning
Management
Completion

H

aving created an amazing design
incorporating all the multitude of products you
meticulously researched, being two of the most
important stages in planning the kitchen of
your dreams, there is one further critical aspect
which shouldn’t be overlooked.
No matter whether your project is for a new build,
extension or alteration the basic principle is
the same. Ensure your kitchen design and products
are generated in conjunction with the design and
architecture of the property, not once the build
process has commenced.

‘Ensure your kitchen design
& products are generated
in conjunction with the design
& architecture of the property,
not once the build process
has commenced’
With the advent of under floor-heating, down-draught
extraction, Passivhaus technology, centre islands,
as well as drainage, gas, electrics and others,
ensuring provision for these requirements prior
to the kitchen appearing on-site is essential.
Alterations after the main event inevitably prove
expensive and time consuming, so installation
and project management need to be high on your
agenda from the very early stages of your project.

Having created an
amazing design
incorporating all the
multitude of products
you meticulously
researched, being two
of the most important
stages in planning the
kitchen of your dreams,
there is one further
critical aspect which
shouldn’t be overlooked.

If you have the best design and products in the world,
but the installation and project management are
not up to the mark, your kitchen will never achieve
its potential without incurring cost implications,
time delays and unnecessary hassle. Think of it this way,
you would never put a new dining-room suite into
a room under construction. Kitchens deserve the
same treatment and should always be installed at
the latter stage of the build.

‘You would never put a new
dining-room suite into a
room under construction.
Kitchens deserve
the same treatment’

RK-Tec promotes the philosophy relating to the
three vital criteria of great design, great products
and great project management for good reason.
One and two without the third and your aspirations
will never be realised, but following these principles
prior to commencing your kitchen will pay dividends. <<

Main: The inclusion of underfloor heating or
an island that requires services demands these are
planned in conjunction with the kitchen at an early stage.
Detail: Geo-metric features and handle-less doors
from Callerton’s Monza range are combined
with Neff appliances.

www.rk-tec.co.uk
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Show Centre &

Self Build Academy
Fully functional kitchens in real homes allows a true
demonstration of the benefits a well designed living
space can offer you

P

otton/Kingspan’s Show Centre &
Self-build Academy at St Neots is totally unique.
Comprising five very different designs and
styles of property; a present day country cottage,
a contemporary Passivhaus, an elegant
Georgian Rectory, a modern day Barn,
and a traditional style home incorporating
21st century living, it is a must visit facility
for anyone embarking on a self-build project
or wishing to learn more about the subject.

‘It is a must visit facility for
anyone embarking on a self-build
project or wishing to learn
more about the subject’

RK-Tec have partnered Potton at the Show Centre
& Self-build Academy since the revamp of their
Gransden property in 2015. Since then, they were
involved in the re-design of the Wickhambrook
kitchen in 2016 and last year saw the launch of
the Elsworth, incorporating a further RK-Tec kitchen.
Their latest venture is for the Milchester, the details
of which feature within this magazine.

The Show Centre and the collaboration with Potton
provide the RK-Tec members with the perfect venue,
not only to showcase what is involved in creating
a kitchen in a new-build, but also in an extension
project or renovation within an existing footprint.
All the kitchens demonstrate a wide variety of
product choices and styles, with the additional
benefit of being fully operational. >>

Wickhambrook
Main: Callerton’s kitchen furniture combines beautifully
with zones dedicated to different activities within an
open space that’s perfect for entertaining but designed
for living.
Middle: Practical architecture is the key to open plan
living but engaging with your kitchen designer at an early
stage to ensure extraction and underfloor heating is
planned correctly is critical.
Above Right: The island has been used to ‘bridge’
cooking and wet areas while increasing the
available worksurface.
Below Right: Wickambrook in situ at the Potton Self Build
Show Centre (www.potton.co.uk).

www.rk-tec.co.uk
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Welcome to the
connected kitchen.
Home Connect smart technology enables
appliance control from a smartphone or
tablet. Discover the full range of Bosch
connected appliances at
bosch-home.co.uk

Elsworth

Main: Bosch appliances with Home Connect and Dekton
X Gloss worktops make this modern kitchen truly hi-tech.
Middle: Design features such as the floating island and
appliance bank make this Callerton kitchen perfect for
the Elsworth home.
Below Left: Following a single design theme throughout
the open plan living area helps to tie together areas of
the space that can be used for different activities.
Below Right: ‘Passivhaus’ is a low energy construction
standard. This type of building requires little energy for
heating or cooling, while providing high levels of comfort.

The Wickhambrook barn kitchen was a renovation
within an existing footprint, possibly better
described as a replacement than renovation, as the
existing floor, services and room layout had to be
retained which meant there were restrictions on the
design options. The new kitchen is a mix of hi-gloss
and timber effect; a fusion which lends itself to its
setting within a modern day contemporary barn.

‘Open plan living &
Passivhaus technology
emphasise the importance
of pre-planning prior
to commencement
of the build’
The Elsworth is a new build house incorporating
Passivhaus technology. It is an excellent example of
what is involved in creating a kitchen for a property
built from scratch. As a modern contemporary
house the kitchen is very sleek, simple and efficient.
Open plan living and Passivhaus technology
emphasise the importance of pre-planning prior
to the commencement of the build. >>

The Gransden is a great example of adding
an extension, in this case to replace a conservatory
which was too hot in summer and cold in winter.
The inclusion of a new garden room provided
the opportunity to change the orientation of the
house to make it more open plan. The kitchen is a
crossover scheme in that it incorporates elements
of Shaker and contemporary furniture.

‘There will always be
highly knowledgeable
experts on hand
to discuss the particulars
of your own project’

Our show homes
have been inspiring
self builders for
25 years...

Visit Potton to examine these real life examples of
kitchens in a new build, extension or renovation.
The Show Centre provides the opportunity to
understand the intricacies and methodology of such
designs all in one location, and there will always be
highly knowledgeable experts on hand to discuss the
particulars of your own project. www.potton.co.uk <<

Isn’t it time you visited?

GRANSDEN

Gransden

Main: The Callerton furniture mixes traditional painted and contemporary
stained slab doors with Geo-metric features. Appliances are from Neff
and worktops are by Silestone.

MILCHESTER

CAXTON

WICKHAMBROOK

ELSWORTH

Visit the Potton Self Build
Show Centre – a must for
any aspiring self builder
Opening hours: Tues-Fri 9am-5pm and Sat 10am-4pm

Above: The Potton show homes are used for a multitude of events
including cookery demonstrations and kitchen design workshops.
Middle Left: The kitchen takes into account aesthetics and function while
being price conscious.
Middle Right: The heavily insulated walls of the garden room improve
temperature control and prevent issues associated with conservatories.

Visit Potton.co.uk/showhomes or call 01480 403285 to find out more

B E A U T I F U L LY T A I L O R E D

Corian® Charging
Surface

Make it
seamless

Worktops made with Corian® Solid Surface flow seamlessly
into sinks and splashbacks, combining enduring beauty with
outstanding functionality.
An almost limitless choice of colours, patterns, textures and
shapes makes Corian® Solid Surface perfect for any style, from
cool contemporary minimalism to traditional country kitchen.
Exceptionally hygienic, easy to clean and repairable, Corian® Solid
Surface is as practical to live with as it is beautiful to look at.

info@corian.co.uk 0800 962 116
www.corian.uk #YouCanWithCorian
DuPont™, Corian®, Corian® Charging Surface, the Corian® Design logo and Make Your Space™ are
registered trademarks or trademarks or copyrighted material of E. I. du Pont de Nemours or its affiliates.
Photo: Riccardo Bianchi for Corian® Design, art direction Stylemixer; all rights reserved.

Milchester
Makeover

Major structural changes
are undertaken to transform
the kitchen of the Milchester
into a modern open plan
living space

P

otton’s Show Centre is celebrating its 25th
anniversary with the Milchester show-house.
There from the very beginning, it has over the
years seen various make-overs and upgrades,
but nothing compared to the transformation
project currently underway.
The Georgian style of architecture is
being retained, but internally the property is
undergoing a complete revamp to meet the
objectives and ambitions of modern day living.
A host of major internal structural changes
will achieve a completely new configuration,
which transforms the interior into a contemporary,
open plan space. >>

Main: The re-development of the Milchester gave a great
opportunity to introduce Callerton’s Frame Effect into the
Potton Self Build Show Centre. Bold columns on the island
are mirrored in the stylish Edmonton chimney breast.
Left: An example of the Design Criteria Questionnaire used by
Callerton to find out what you desire from your new kitchen.

www.rk-tec.co.uk
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The new kitchen in the Milchester is an ideal
case-study to show what is entailed in a
renovation project, and the process aptly
demonstrates RK-Tec’s philosophy; the best
kitchens will only come about through the
successful combination of great design,
great products and great project management.

‘The best kitchens will only come about through
the successful combination of great design,
great products & great project management’

Main: Separate areas are designed to accomplish
different tasks with cooking, preparation, storage and
refrigeration all built into the design.

Unlike in a new-build scenario, a renovation
within an existing footprint inevitably presents
restrictions due to having to work within the layout
of the original house. Access from the hall and the
position of the existing services also had to be
considered when conceiving the new design.
Not only that but Potton’s specification for appliances,
sinks, taps, and worksurfaces were all scoped out
before presenting them with the initial concept.

‘Ensuring the design is
correct & exactly as you wish
prior to proceeding,
is the secret to success’

As is normally the case, various adaptations were
made to the preliminary plan. Changes at this
stage cost very little, whereas once the project
has commenced alterations prove costly and
time consuming. Ensuring the design is correct
and exactly as envisaged prior to proceeding, is the
secret to success. The next step is the creation of all
the service and detail drawings to ensure the on-site
works such as services, are specified and positioned
in preparation of the kitchen being installed.

The installation phase was underway at the time this
publication went to print. So whilst these pictures
can only show the computer graphics of what the
finished project will look like, the actual kitchen
has since been completed and will soon be open
for visitors. The design is simple, balanced
and symmetrical, with the signature pieces
being the chimney breast, island, dresser and
refrigeration bank. All understated but highly effective.
Go and see it for yourself. www.potton.co.uk <<

Main: CAD images have been used in the design of the new Milchester kitchen to explore layouts,
finishes and colours. This final design offers the correct balance between traditional and modern
that will provide timeless appeal.
Below Left: The conservatory, family room and kitchen as they were are demonstrated on the
plan of the Milchester.
Below Right: The previous kitchen was dated and lacked the aspirational feel of the Milchester.

Outlining the brief in the very early stages,
this project commenced by establishing Potton’s
‘Design Criteria’ for the new kitchen. Two pre-requisites
asked of the RK-Tec team were for the kitchen to
be a simple Shaker style, and for it to fit within
the property’s new overall ‘shabby chic’ interior
design scheme.
The original house plans and pictures of the
kitchen from 1992 help set the scene. The old
kitchen was limited by the available space,
however the structural alterations to the rear of
the property transform it into a light and airy
open plan kitchen, dining and living area.

Right: The updated plan demonstrates the new
kitchen/dining room that encourages a more
social cooking and living solution.
Above Right: Substantial structural work has
been carried out on the house and this has
been planned in co-ordination with the new
kitchen design.
Below Right: The Milchester house is just one
of five real homes at Potton’s St Neots Self
Build Show Centre.

www.rk-tec.co.uk
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Left: Space Tower: Keep all your groceries in order and visible at a glance
with top to bottom inner pull-out drawers in Orion grey matt finish.
Below: Ambia-Line: An organised utensil drawer is a joy forever;
consider a foil and cling-film cutter to keep things ultra-neat.
Bottom Left: Perfect for jars and bottles, a combination of the
high-fronted pull-out and an internal drawer for smaller items.

Spacious Thoughts
Think Differently

At this time of year many of us are starting to think about a new kitchen … Planning ahead with the
help of Blum’s Space Tower concept means that your new kitchen will be able to hold far more kit and
caboodle than you could possibly imagine!
Blum experts have calculated that a perfectly
planned kitchen utilising Space Tower cabinetry can
hold up to 55% (yes, 55%!) more kitchen equipment,
groceries and utensils than standard kitchen
cupboards. That means that there’s space for those
healthy-eating prep utensils as well as the healthy
stuff itself. The crux of the matter is that a Space
Tower unit allows just one ‘drawer’ to be pulled out
at a time (other larder solutions mean that the entire
heavy wire-work unit has to be hauled out).

Space Tower’s clever design means that every scrap
of internal space is used, because each drawer pulls
out entirely it means that there is no need for a
‘void’ area above each drawer to allow for items to
be removed. Space Tower can provide a solution to
the ‘hidden kitchen’ idea, providing a slick exterior
that looks sleek and sophisticated, whilst opening
up to reveal enough storage space to cater for every
culinary requirement. Visit the Space Tower website,
www.spacetower.co.uk to see all the possibilities.

The trick with kitchen planning is to be totally
realistic about how much storage space is required.
We’re already aware that in the majority of cases,
kitchen drawers (rather than cupboards and shelves)
are an efficient use of space - the drawer glides
outwards, allowing all contents to be seen at a
glance and reached easily. No more rummaging in
the back of cupboards, trying to retrieve a packet
of peppercorns from behind the giant box of cereal.
Blum’s Legrabox drawer interiors can be customised,
using materials to match cabinet fronts. Each drawer
is super-sturdy, holding from between 40kg up to
70kg, depending on the width (available widths
go from 300mm to 1200mm, so there is something
to suit absolutely any kitchen layout). Keep each
drawer individually organised with AMBIA-LINE
dividers, and consider that extra-deep drawers are
also available – up to 650mm deep, rather than the
standard 450mm or 500mm. As far as wall cabinetry
is concerned, if you’re planning a galley-style
kitchen, remember that Blum’s Aventos lift systems
can be a super-space-saving option, as the system
allows the wall-unit doors to lift upwards, rather
than swinging out into the room.

‘Kitchen drawers
are an effective use
of space - the drawer
glides outwards,
allowing all contents
to be seen at a glance
& reached easily’
In conclusion, Blum’s clever storage concepts and
solutions allow home owners and designers to
Think Differently, secure in the knowledge that
every kitchen storage requirement can be achieved
with stylish, perfectly executed solutions. <<
To find out more about Blum UK please call
0800 917 5550 or visit www.blum.com

‘A perfectly planned kitchen utilising
Space Tower cabinetry can hold up to 55% more
kitchen equipment’
www.rk-tec.co.uk
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Renewal Through

Restoration
Involving almost demolition,
this project’s renewal into a
dream home was achieved
through determination &
a clear plan

K

itchen projects arise from a variety
of situations as we have shown throughout this
publication: new-builds, extensions, renovations
and replacements. However, for this final
case-study none of these accurately describe
the situation. Renovation would be the closest
match, but this project is more extreme,
so ‘restoration’ may be more apt.
The dramatic images of the property during the
restoration process demonstrate what a major
project this proved to be. Restoring a derelict
building is not something to be taken lightly.
Inevitably projects like these are a labour of love,
interspersed with highs and lows, ending finally
with immense and ongoing satisfaction. >>

Main: The finished kitchen makes the most of the new
space with bright white finishes totally transforming the
look and feel of the room.
Left: High ceilings with lots of light are a demonstration
of the potential concealed beneath dated brickwork.

www.rk-tec.co.uk
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‘The dramatic images
of the property during
the restoration process
demonstrate what a major
project this proved to be’

Above Left: CAD software and a great designer allow you
to get a true feel for how your new kitchen will not only
look but function. Spending time getting the design right
on screen makes the installation much quicker and easier.
Above Right: The finished home brings stylish modern
elements that lift the restored building.

All those who take on such projects are unsung heroes.
They are the ones who ensure we retain our wide
and glorious heritage. Deserving high praise indeed
are the remarkable North-East couple, who took on
this project after the National Coal Board tried their
best to ensure it was unfit for human habitation.
What they achieved is exceptional. The level of
design and detail incorporated throughout has
transformed this dilapidated building into a stylish,
yet comfortable home.

Documenting the process, the computer drawings
aptly demonstrate the progression of the project
from the initial design, through to the final concept
of open plan kitchen, living and dining area.
For restorations in particular, where the finished
article is so radically different from the original space,
this 3D imagery is a valuable tool. It ensured that the
clients had a clear understanding of how the project
would conclude and allowed them to engage
wholeheartedly throughout the venture.

‘The level of design &
detail incorporated
throughout has
transformed this
dilapidated building
into a stylish,
yet comfortable home’

‘Architecture plays an
important role with the
juxtaposition of the low ceilings
in the dining & living-room area
& the angular glazed ceiling
incorporating clever roof-lighting
in the main kitchen’

Focussing on the kitchen, it becomes clear the
thought and consideration that has gone into
the project. The design is spot on, the products
incorporated are correct, and the installation and
project management have been carried out to the
highest standard. No easy task for a restoration build,
which required major areas of demolition before
a clear picture of what was achievable could even
be determined. Clearly this was not a simple,
straightforward process. The choice of the right
tradespeople played a major role in the success
of this one-off project.

Main: Corian worktops and Neff appliances are the perfect accompaniment to
handle-less Callerton kitchen furniture.
Above Left: Huge amounts of rubble needed to be removed from the property
before work on the structure could begin.
Above Right: New wiring and services had to be brought into the property and
these were planned in consideration with the new kitchen layout.

The striking results are clear to see.
Architecture plays an important role with
the juxtaposition of the low ceiling in the
dining and living-room area and the angular
glazed ceiling incorporating clever roof-lighting
in the main kitchen. The centre island and
breakfast bar draw the two areas together
whilst providing a useful additional preparation
and dining space. What’s more, clever design
touches such as the rustic wooden end panels
and shelving unit contrast with the hi-gloss
cabinetry to great effect. <<
www.rk-tec.co.uk
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Kitchen Spotlight
Sinks & Taps

Franke’s expanded boiling water tap range gives you more choice than ever before

<<

Franke has expanded its boiling water tap range with new innovations, new models and four fashionable new coloured finishes.
With more choice than ever before, Franke offers boiling water taps to suit any kitchen design.

Push-Button Tap Innovation

Franke has upped the design ante of its Minerva boiling water tap range with the
introduction of the innovative Minerva Electronic 4-in-1, which features an
easy-to-operate electronic user interface.
The Minerva Electronic dispenses instant filtered boiling water at a full 100⁰C,
and instant filtered cold water, both with the simple turn and push of a dial.
Changing from neutral white, the dial lights up in red or blue to indicate
which mode the tap is in.
Users have the choice of pressing and holding the dial for a continuous flow,
or can opt for the useful ‘jug filling’ or ‘pan’ modes for a 30 or 60 second,
hands-free flow of filtered cold water or filtered boiling water. Standard mains
hot and cold are also provided via a side lever.

Reflecting the interiors trend for coloured
metals, Franke’s new Omni Contemporary
4-in-1 tap is available in four new, modish
coloured PVD finishes of Gold, Copper,
Black and Gunmetal in addition to solid
stainless steel. The premium quality PVD
coating gives you a robust tap that is very
easy to clean, will not discolour and is
resistant to wear and to corrosion.
The tap is a striking
345mm high and
offers modern,
angular styling
with a U-shaped
spout, dispensing
100⁰C filtered
boiling water,
filtered cold water
and standard
mains hot and cold,
all from a single,
lever-operated tap.
The four new
colours are also
available on the
original Omni
4-in-1 tap, with
the Omni Classic
available in a Gold
option for a more
traditional look.

For further information,
contact Franke on tel: 0161 436 6280
or visit the website www.franke.co.uk

<<

Modish Coloured PVD Finishes

Complementary Designs

Offering the ideal
prep sink solution,
Franke has also
launched the new
Omni Duo 2-in-1 tap,
which dispenses 100⁰C
filtered boiling and
cold filtered water
from one compact,
single-lever tap.
The new Nerio
mixer tap perfectly
complements the
Omni Duo, providing
hot and cold water
from twin levers.
Both taps come
in solid stainless
steel and feature
an elegant
swan-neck design,
so you can keep a
consistent look across
your sink spaces.

<<

<<

The Minerva Electronic is available in a Chrome finish and features a
classic swan-neck, to offer customers a high-performance tap
in an elegant and timeless style.

Super-Metallic Sinks

Franke will also be launching a new family of design-led, super-metallic
granite sinks in 2018 in Copper Grey, Lunar Grey, Sterling Silver and Copper
Gold which will perfectly complement its expanded boiling water tap range.

FLAME SELECT ®
COOKING WITH GAS HAS
NEVER BEEN MORE PRECISE.
NEFF FlameSelect® gas hobs give you complete
control of the flame, with nine precise levels.
So, whether searing a steak or boiling pasta,
you can set the heat as easily as an electric hob.
Keep your eyes on the food not the flame,
with our gas hobs featuring FlameSelect®.

For more information visit,
neff-home.com/uk/flameselect

Design

Community
Bringing together creative
design-led, independent,
kitchen specialists from
across the UK in a drive for
innovation & development

W

hat is the Design Community?
The Design Community is a Callerton initiative run
with the support and involvement of RK-Tec and its
members, who believe that truly amazing kitchens
incorporate an element of design magic that
makes them stand out from the crowd. The Design
Community came into being to further this cause.
With a national network of 40 independent kitchen
retail outlets around the UK, Callerton have an
association with an expansive group of first-class
kitchen design professionals. All work with Callerton’s
innovative and diverse range of kitchen furniture,
which is on display in their respective studios
alongside the RK-Tec member’s products. A selection
of these displays, along with new ones currently in
the design stage, are shown in these pictures.
As demonstrated here, the variety is considerable,
and the options are vast and wide-ranging. >>

Main: This contemporary design includes a floating bank from Callerton
with Neff appliances and extra thick Corian worktops.
Right: Exciting modern design can take many different shapes,
this kitchen includes a floating island and offset wall units.

www.rk-tec.co.uk
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‘Identifying the next
winning feature, signature
piece, or detail that makes
a project stand out is
an ongoing challenge’

Main: An exciting hybrid kitchen incorporating traditional and contemporary
elements aptly demonstrates how the RK-Tec members’ products create a
kitchen that stands out from the crowd.
Above Right: Bringing together kitchen, dining and lounge furniture into
one area with shared finishes makes an open plan space a true living room.

The kitchen industry is a fashion industry and
as such never stands still. Identifying the next
winning feature, signature piece or detail that
makes a project stand out is an ongoing challenge.
It was recognition of this that brought the Design
Community into being, to challenge those designers
working with Callerton products to get involved in
exploring new ideas and trends.

‘The concept is based on a
series of seminars & forums
held throughout the year
aimed at groups of fellow
kitchen specialists’
The concept is based on a series of seminars and
forums held throughout the year aimed at groups
of fellow kitchen specialists. The aim is to advance
kitchen design by identifying the next generation
of ideas, leading to the prototyping and development
of new products and styles. The Design Community
go on to showcase these in displays and ultimately
integrate them into clients’ actual kitchens.

Middle Above Right: Mixing finishes is a great way
of giving depth and character to your kitchen design.
This can come from the kitchen furniture as well as the
worktops and wall coverings.

Below Left: The latest trend for crossover/hybrid kitchens
is demonstrated with this combination of handle-less
doors in a modern finish combined with more traditional
painted elements.
Below Right: Frame Effect from Callerton is shown in
painted Wilkins Grey and Gransden Grey. These colours
work to give a modern yet timeless feel.

Middle Below Right: Incorporating a table into your
island adds to the theatre of cooking while keeping
it social. It also gives the kids a great place to do
their homework.
Below Right: Making the most of high ceilings allows
you to increase storage while adding to the design.
This makes lighting key and allows you to highlight
details of your design.

‘First-class kitchen design professionals
have the skill, knowledge, talent &
experience to exceed expectations’
First-class kitchen design professionals have the skill,
knowledge, talent and experience to exceed
expectations and turn aspirations into reality.
Their role should not be underestimated and that is
why Callerton and RK-Tec engage with colleagues
from their retail networks, to ensure everyone is
working towards the same end goal, creating beautiful,
design-led kitchens. <<
www.rk-tec.co.uk
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Worktops

without limits

Thirty Fifth Anniversary

Dekton is a new, remarkable and totally
unrivalled worktop which is so beautiful
and versatile it can be used both indoors
and outside

C

osentino have turned to science in order
to create an ultra-compact surface which rivals all other worktops
in the market. Dekton by Cosentino uses the latest technical innovations
available to create a truly remarkable product, which is of a size and
thinness never before seen with extreme levels of performance.
This new material is highly resistant to scratching
and impact, plus it has the lowest porosity with maximum
resistance to stains. Dekton has excellent colour stability
due to its resistance against UV rays, and it offers the
highest possible performance against heat and thermal
shock. Available in a variety of colours, and now in a
high gloss polished version, it can be used across any
surface in your home, from floors to walls to worktops.
Invest in Dekton, and your kitchen surfaces will look
fantastic for years to come. <<
www.dekton.com

Features
of Dekton
- Highly UV resistant
- Highly scratch-resistant
- Resistant to freezing
- Resistant to fire & heat
- Resistant to abrasion
- Resistant to stains

Of QUARTZ

you can

Beautiful, functional and hygienic,
Silestone by Cosentino worksurfaces
are composed of over 90% natural
quartz crystal

S

ilestone Quartz worktops are the original quartz worktops.
Available in a spectacular range of colours and virtually
non-porous, Silestone Quartz has nearly four to five times the
flexural strength of granite and a high resistance to scratching,
staining and heat damage. Plus, all come with the
Silestone 25-year warranty so you can be
confident in your purchase. <<
www.silestone.com

Features
of Silestone
- Stain resistant
- Acid and scratch resistant
- Impact resistant
- 25 year warranty
(register online)

35

years’ success in the design and manufacture of exclusive kitchen furniture
has placed Callerton at the forefront for style, innovation and choice.
Aberdeen 01224 826 776 - Ayr 01292 618 277 - Beaconsfield 01494 681 444 - Belfast 028 9020 9209
Berwick 0191 286 0514 - Bishop’s Stortford 01279 501 642 - Broxburn 0150 686 2780 - Cambridge 01223 213 266
Colchester 01206 766 601 - Doncaster 01302 325 450 - Dumfries 01387 279 985 - Elgin 01309 690 033
Edinburgh (EH15) 0131 337 3434 - Glasgow (G11) 0141 337 1435 - Glasgow (G32) 0141 387 4203
Glasgow (G76) 0141 644 1435 - Harrogate 01423 701 200 - Horsham 01403 790 812 - Killinghall 01423 787 333
Kilmarnock (KA1) 01563 546 203 - Kilmarnock (KA1) 01563 831 340 - Kingston Bagpuize 01865 596 768
Leeds 0113 294 1414 - Middlesbrough 01642 220 470 - Newcastle-upon-Tyne 0191 286 0514 - Newmarket 01638 560 778
Shipston-on-Stour 01608 690 870 - St Neots 01480 877 274 - Sterling / Tillicoultry 0125 923 7010 - Stourbridge 01562 887 212
Swindon 01865 596 768 - Tain 01862 893 436 - Wirral 0151 342 7442

www.callerton.co.uk

